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although the Savages who were guiding us were very
adroit, we nevertheless incurred some disasters, to
the great peril of our lives, and with some loss of our
small baggage. At last, thirty-five days after our
departure from the Hurons, we arrived, mueh fatigued,
at Three Rivers; thence we went down to Kebec.
We blessed God everywhere, in that his goodness
had preserved us. Our affairs being finished in
fifteen days, we solemnly observed the feast of saint
Ignace; and the next day, the first day of August in
the same year 1642, we left Three Rivers, in order
to go up again to the country whence we came. The
first day was favorable to us; the second caused us
to fall into the hands of the Hiroquois. We were
forty persons, distributed in several canoes; the one
which kept the vanguard, having discovered on the
banks of the great river some tracks [60] of men,
recently imprinted on the sand and clay, gave us
warning. A landing was made ; some say that these
are footprints of the enemy, others are sure that they
are those of Algonquins, our allies. In this dispute,
Eustache Ahatsistari, to whom all the others deferred
on account of his exploits in arms and his virtue,
exclaimed: ' Be they friends or enemies, it matters
not; I notice by their tracks that they are not in
greater number than we; let us advance, and fear
nothing.' We had not yet made a half-league, when
the enemy, concealed among the grass and brush-
wood, rises with a great outcry, discharging at our
canoes a volley of balls. The noise of their arque-
buses so greatly frightened a part of our Hurons that
they abandoned their canoes and weapons, and all
their supplies, in order to escape by flight into the
depth of the woods. This discharge did us no great


